
Noble Husband At the Door Chapter 50  

 
Two individuals strolled right into the boardroom; one of them was Johann, and also the 

various other had a sack over his head. 

The Sue household was not yet one of Cloud City’s wonderful households, they would never 

ever allow any person to make problem in the business. 

The old lady asked coldly, “Who are you and also how risk you come to our business to 

cause trouble?” 

After Johann glanced at Yvonne, he said, “Old Madam, my name is Johann Lynn. I make sure 

you’ve heard of me prior to?” 

Johann Lynn! 

Every person in the Sue family members came to be upset inside the meeting room. Johann 

was no tiny figure in Cloud City, as well as the Sue family– with its existing strength– could 

not manage to provoke him. 

Regardless of that, why would he concern the Sue family as well as cause trouble there? 

” It’s you, Bro Johann. I wonder if something’s the matter for you to come to our business?” 

The old lady’s tone transformed all of a sudden and she respectfully addressed him as 

Brother Johann. 

Social standing was not identified by age. 

The old woman held high authority in the Sue family members, but she was not also worth 

discussing on the very same page as individuals like Johann– she was very aware of that. 

” I aided the Sue family members with an issue, and also I’m below to obtain some cash 

while I’m at it.” Johann smiled. 

” If you actually aided the Sue family, I’ll make sure that you didn’t been available in vain.” 

The old woman understood that taking care of individuals like them was really hard. 

There were plenty of factors for them to request for money, and because Johann directly 

came forward that day, there was no chance they might avoid a disaster unless their coffers 

were cleared. 

” Old Madam, the sum you’re going to spend is worth every cent.” Johann ended up talking 

and also eliminated the sack off the individual’s head. 

 



When Harvey saw that individual, his face quickly turned pale. Was that not Gareth? How 

could he have come under Johann’s hands! 

Johann kicked Gareth and also said, “Why do not you tell the old woman what you did?” 

Gareth’s nose was blue and also inflamed. It was a clear sign that he had been defeated 

heavily the evening before. 

After those ruthless whippings, he was very scared of Johann and claimed rapidly, “Old 

Madam, Harvey was the one who got me to do everything.” 

Harvey stood up unexpectedly. I do not also understand you.” 

 

Gareth elevated his head and also took a look at Harvey ferociously. Would he have wound 

up like that if it were not for that bastard? 

Even though he did not know why Johann was brave sufficient to reveal no concern for his 

backer, his backer had not appeared considering that the previous case. 

It was an indicator that Gareth had actually most likely been abandoned. 

If he wanted to survive, he could just do what Johann asked him to do. 

” Harvey, you’re still mosting likely to look at me as well as f * cking talk nonsense? Why 

would certainly I target the Sue family members for no factor if it weren’t for you?” Gareth 

asked. 

Harvey panicked at once. 

If the old woman understood about it, his future would be messed up. It would be 

challenging for him to remain in the Sue family, not to mention yearn for the chairman’s 

position. 

He had been thinking of kicking Yvonne out, yet the tables had actually turned on him! 

” Yvonne, this is all your doing, isn’t it? 

You made him slander me.” Harvey aimed at Yvonne with a face loaded with temper. 

Yvonne responded coldly, “You’re the one who aided me contact Gareth. Just how am I 

intended to collude with him, Harvey? 

Are you really that clueless concerning what you’ve done?” 

” Grandma, do not listen to her nonsense. This issue has nothing to do with me, I don’t 

know anything.” Harvey walked swiftly to the old lady and also appeared instead hurt. 



The old woman’s face sank. She knew that Gareth would not slander Yvonne for no factor. 

She additionally asked about it prior to and nobody understood that was targeting the Sue 

family members. Why after that, would Harvey recognize as well as also aid Yvonne to set 

up a conference? 

She thought that Harvey was just fortunate with it, yet she did not expect it to turn out like 

that! 

” He asked me to force myself on Yvonne and also reveal this issue to Cloud City. 

In this way, the Sue household will be embarrassed and Yvonne would be driven out of the 

household,” Gareth continued. 

Those words made Harvey’s face turn pale. 

He never ever thought that Johann would certainly appear halfway during his smooth plan, 

but just how did Yvonne even know who Johann was! 

The Sue family members’s loved ones understood that the old lady would spare no grace 

when Harvey’s transgressions had actually been revealed. 

” Harvey, you’re overdoing it. How could you do such a despicable thing?” 

” For far better or worse, Yvonne is additionally a part of the Sue family members. 

Just how could you damage her?” 

” I can’t believe I trusted you so much. Ends up it’s all your doing.” 

Yara’s expression was dreadful as well. She had found out about everything along, yet even 

though she did refrain from doing it, she would likewise be in the wrong since she 

recognized the fact and also did not notify any individual. 

If Grandma likewise criticized her for it, her life would certainly be hell also. 

“Grandma, I do not know anything. This has nothing to do with me,” Yara stated to the old 

lady. 

“Mom, Harvey was confused for a moment. 

Do not criticize him too much, I’ll make sure to instruct him a lesson.” Lionel did not want to 

see Harvey shed influence in the firm. Despite the fact that the various other relatives dared 

not represent Harvey, he had no choice yet to aid. 

 


